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Abstract The effect of urbanization and urbanization pattern on the thermal environment and
local rainfall is investigated in the tropical coastal city, Singapore. The Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) model is employed with 5 one-way nested domains and the highest horizontal resolution is 300 m.
The urban effect is taken into account by a single-layer urban canopy model. Several scenarios with idealized
urbanization patterns are designed and simulated for an ensemble of 28 members. In the asymmetric
urbanization scenarios, in which either the southern or northern part of Singapore is urbanized while the
other part is forest, the magnitude of urban heat island (UHI) intensity is higher than that in the symmetric
urbanization scenario, in which the urban and forest land use is homogeneously distributed in Singapore.
The anthropogenic heat (AH) associated with the urban areas will exacerbate the UHI intensity. Most of
the rainfall in the examined cases occurs from late morning to afternoon when the sea breeze blows
northeastward. The results suggest that sea breezes have stronger influence on the rainfall than the
urbanization pattern since the downwind part always gets more rainfall than the upwind part. The
urbanization and associated AH can have two opposite effects on the rainfall amount: increasing rainfall
through increasing buoyancy by AH and decreasing rainfall through reducing evaporation by converting
greenery to impervious surfaces. The ultimate effect is dependent on the relative strength of these
two influences.

1. Introduction

As one of the extreme examples of human beings’ changes to the natural environment, urbanization is contin-
uously impacting our life in various aspects. Urbanization is not simply a microscale to local-scale effect, and
it also demonstrates a regional-scale signature [Y. Zhou et al., 2015]. A notable result of microclimatic changes
caused by anthropogenic alterations to the Earth’s surface is the urban heat island (UHI) effect [Landsberg,
1981], a phenomenon that the urban area is hotter than its surrounding rural area. Studies have shown that
urban thermal conditions vary not only from those in rural surroundings but also within the urban area due
to intraurban differences in land use and surface characteristics. The footprint of UHI effect can reach about
4 times of the urban size, with large spatiotemporal heterogeneities [D. Zhou et al., 2015]. Urbanization also
affects local winds and water cycles through the modification of natural surfaces and atmospheric conditions
and further changes the local weather and climate system. While global-scale climate forcings are superim-
posed on the effects of the built environment on local transfers of heat and moisture, the impacts of cities
on weather and climate may extend to regional and global scales by changing atmospheric composition,
impacting components of the water cycle, and modifying the carbon cycle and ecosystems [Shepherd, 2005].
It has been shown that the global forcings and the forcings of the built environment are of similar order of
impact, and some recent studies [Georgescu et al., 2013, 2014] have explicitly made this important distinction
between them. Therefore, a rising urgency exists to incorporate the scale-dependent built environment when
local and strategical deployed measures (e. g., green roofs and cool roofs) are implemented to ameliorate the
negative consequences on urban climate [Georgescu et al., 2015].

There are various types of UHI [Oke, 1976], depending on the temperature used to define it. Here we focus
on the urban canopy layer UHI, which measures the thermal environment below the average building height
and with immediate impact on human comfort on a daily basis. One major effect of urbanization is the gen-
eral reduction of the surface albedo, the ratio of outgoing shortwave radiation to that of incident shortwave
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radiation in a three-dimensional environment. Lower albedo is due in part to darker surface materials mak-
ing up the urban mosaic and also to the effects of trapping shortwave radiation by the vertical walls and the
urban, canyon-like morphology [Heisler and Brazel, 2010]. The relative lack of vegetation in urban areas also
contributes to the warmer environment than the surrounding rural areas. However, a recent report [Zhao et al.,
2014] argued that instead of the reduction in evaporative cooling in urban areas, it is the lower efficiency of
convecting heat to the lower atmosphere (which depends on local background climate) in North American
cities that contributes strongly to UHI. Anthropogenic heat (AH) is the energy released from human sources
such as vehicles, commercial and residential buildings, industry, power plants, and human metabolism [Quah
and Roth, 2012]. AH can greatly affect the urban environment by directly changing the surface air temperature
and by indirectly modifying urban boundary layer structure, precipitation, and other conditions [e.g., Ichinose
et al., 1999; Bornstein and Lin, 2000; Lin et al., 2008; D. Li et al., 2013; Bohnenstengel et al., 2014].

The influences of UHIs on human society include effects on human health and comfort, energy use, air
pollution, and water use. The UHI during heat wave episodes (e.g., the 2003 summer heat wave in Europe) can
pose a significant risk to human health or even life. Coastal, tropical, and rapidly growing cities are especially
vulnerable to higher temperatures and impacts of urbanization [Heisler and Brazel, 2010]. In the long term,
urbanization also has an irreversible impact on decadal surface temperature trends. For example, rapid urban-
ization in China during 1978–2001 has resulted in a surface temperature increase of 0.05 per decade [Zhou
et al., 2004]. More risks are expected as the sizes of urban areas grow continuously and the climate changes
globally [Hunt et al., 2013]. However, it must be pointed out that not all UHI effects are viewed as negative.
In cold climates, UHI impacts may help reduce hazards of ice and snow in the city [Voogt, 2002], and winter
comfort may be enhanced.

In addition to the UHI in downwind areas [D.-L. Zhang et al., 2009, Zhang et al., 2011], urbanization can also
affect precipitation [Bornstein and Lin, 2000; C.-L. Zhang et al., 2009; Miao et al., 2011], an important compo-
nent of the land-atmosphere interactions. Observations have shown warm seasonal rainfall increases of 9%
to 17% over and downwind of major cities [Changnon, 1968; Landsberg, 1970; Huff and Changnon, 1972].
Possible mechanisms by which urbanization impacts precipitation or convective clouds have been identified
as one or a combination of the following [Shepherd, 2005]: (1) enhanced convergence owing to increased sur-
face roughness in the urban environment, (2) destabilization due to UHI thermal perturbation of the boundary
layer and resulting downstream translation of the UHI circulation or UHI-generated convective clouds,
(3) increased concentration of aerosols in the urban environment for cloud condensation nuclei, or
(4) bifurcation or diversion of precipitating systems by the urban canopy or related processes. There are rela-
tively limited studies of the impact of urbanization on precipitation compared with the extensive investigation
of UHI. Some debate exists regarding the precipitation enhancement over and downwind of urban areas
(see Lowry [1998], Shepherd [2005], and Rosenfeld et al. [2008] for more details). While the debate is continuing,
more observational and numerical work is required to improve our understanding of this topic.

Extreme precipitation events (drought and flooding) in urban areas are the major hazard that motivates
research work in urban-induced precipitation. Urban-enhanced precipitation events in conjunction with the
increased extent of impervious surface have resulted in heavy runoff/urban flooding events [Shepherd et al.,
2011]. Therefore, the possible implications of urban-induced precipitation on the design of urban drainage
systems should be taken into account [Burian et al., 2004].

This study will investigate the impact of urban land use pattern on local climate in a tropical city, Singapore,
with ensemble numerical simulations using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. Unlike other
cities with more development space, the city state of Singapore has limited area for further urbanization.
Instead of looking at increasingly converting more nonurban land use to urban land use, Singapore must
explore possible changes to the urbanization pattern (or, more broadly, land system architecture) [Turner et al.,
2013]. The objective of this research is to understand the effect of different urbanization patterns on local air
temperature and precipitation.

2. Model Configuration and Experiment Design
2.1. The Study Area
Singapore is an island state located between 1∘09′N to 1∘29′N and 103∘36′E to 104∘25′E. Its climate is a typical
wet equatorial type (Köppen classification: Af ) [Essenwanger, 2001] with uniformly high monthly mean
temperature (26–27.7∘C) and annual rainfall (≈2300 mm). Singapore is located at the southern tip of the
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Malay Peninsula and is affected by monsoons. The Northeast monsoon season from December to March,
which is associated with the highest monthly rainfall and weaker winds, and the Southwest monsoon season
from June to September, which corresponds to a relatively drier period, are separated by two brief intermon-
soon or premonsoon periods [Chia and Foong, 1991]. There is no large and pronounced topography. The
highest natural point is Bukit Timah at 164 m above sea level, which is exceeded in height by the tallest build-
ings in the central business district (CBD). This makes the study almost free of topographic effects, and our
focus will be solely on the urbanization effect. There are ongoing land reclamation projects (mostly along the
southern coastline), which have increased the land area to the current 704 km2.

With a population reaching 5 million in 2011, Singapore has undergone dramatic urbanization during the
past 45 years. The built-up area of Singapore has increased from 28% in 1955 to 50% in 1998, while the farm
area and forest have decreased correspondingly [Chow and Roth, 2006]. Most of the urbanization is associated
with the building of high-rise housing estates around the island, high-rise offices in the CBD in the south and
industrial factories in the west.

2.2. The WRF Model
Numerical simulations in this study were performed with the WRF model [Skamarock et al., 2008] version 3.2.1
with Advanced Research WRF dynamics core developed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research. The
WRF model is a fully compressible, nonhydrostatic model with a terrain-following mass coordinate system and
is designed to simulate or predict regional weather and climate. The WRF model is applied to the 5 one-way
nested domains shown in Figure 1a. The horizontal resolutions (grid sizes) of these five domains are 24.3 km
(76× 76), 8.1 km (79 × 91), 2.7 km (112 × 112), 0.9 km (112 × 112), and 0.3 km (211 × 130). In the vertical
direction, there are 38 full sigma levels from the surface to 50 hPa, with the lowest 14 levels resolving the
planetary boundary layer (PBL).

Several physical parameterization schemes are employed in the WRF system to account for different physical
processes. The Noah land surface model provides surface sensible and latent heat fluxes and surface skin
temperature as lower boundary conditions to WRF. It can be coupled to various urban canopy models (UCM)
through the urban fraction parameter (Furb) that represents the proportion of impervious surfaces in the WRF
subgrid scale. The UCM coupled to the WRF/Noah system in this study is the single-layer urban canopy model
(SLUCM) developed by Kusaka and Kimura [2004]. This UCM has an intermediate level of complexity among the
available UCMs for WRF. It assumes infinitely long street canyons parameterized to represent urban geometry
but recognizes the three-dimensional nature of urban surfaces [Chen et al., 2011]. More details of the UCM
parameters used in this study can be found in X.-X. Li et al. [2013].

Other physical parameterizations employed in this study are: rapid radiative transfer model longwave radi-
ation scheme, Dudhia shortwave radiation scheme, Mellor-Yamada-Janjić turbulence kinetic energy PBL
scheme, Monin-Obukhov surface layer scheme, Goddard microphysics scheme, and Kain-Fritsch cumulus
scheme (for d01 and d02 only).

It is noteworthy that with the fine horizontal resolution of the current study, the grid sizes fall within a “terra
incognita” [Wyngaard, 2004] or grey zone in modeling the PBL. The smallest resolvable scale for such subkilo-
meter resolutions is comparable to the scale of large eddies in the convective boundary layer. This makes the
assumptions of traditional PBL parameters invalid. On the other hand, the subgrid-scale turbulence parame-
terizations of large-eddy simulation (LES) models require the smallest resolvable scale in the intertial subrange
(usually less than 100 m). Hence, neither the traditional PBL schemes nor LES performs appropriately at this
grey zone [Shin and Dudhia, 2016]. Therefore, the momentum and heat fluxes throughout the PBL may be
partly resolved and partly parameterized. Several attempts have been made to tackle this issue by modify-
ing traditional PBL schemes [e.g., Honnert et al., 2011; Boutle et al., 2014; Ito et al., 2015; Shin and Hong, 2015]
or using LES [e.g., Zhou et al., 2014; Efstathiou and Beare, 2015]. Recently, more and more numerical studies at
grey zone resolutions have been performed to study urban climate [e.g., Miao et al., 2009; Salamanca et al.,
2012] and even tropical cyclone [Green and Zhang, 2015]. Apparently, more is needed for better understand-
ing the turbulence parameterizations at subkilometer resolution. However, this is beyond the scope of the
current study, and we leave it for future study.

2.3. Input Data
To represent the ever-growing urbanization of Singapore, up-to-date high-resolution land use/land cover
data for Singapore have been obtained from Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre images and the Singapore
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Figure 1. Configuration for WRF simulations. (a) The five nested domains; and (b) the land use/land cover map for
domain d05 as used in the CONTROL experiment, which is centered on Singapore island.
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Table 1. Summary of the Designed Experiments

Experiments Land Use Pattern Peak AH Value (W m−2)

SURB South: urban; north: forest 39.0

NURB South: forest; north: urban 97.5

NURBS South: forest; north: urban 39.0

HURB Homogeneous urban and forest 58.0

HURBS Homogeneous urban and forest 39.0

FOREST All Singapore is forest 0

Master Plan 2008 (Figure 1b). In accordance with the SLUCM’s classification scheme, which restricts the
urban land use/cover to three categories, the urban surface is further classified as high-intensity residen-
tial, low-intensity residential, and commercial/industrial areas. For regions outside Singapore, the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 24-category land use/land cover data are used. The high-resolution
topography data from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission [http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm/] are retrieved for
the three inner domains. A diurnally varying AH profile from Quah and Roth [2012] is prescribed in the SLUCM.

The initial and boundary conditions are taken from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction 6-hourly
operational Global Final Analyses data at a 1.0∘ × 1.0∘resolution.

2.4. Ensemble Method
To study the urban environment under nonlinear dynamics and with the coexistence of many environmen-
tal variables, we adopt the ensemble approach, in which simulations are carried out for numerous cases with
similar synoptic conditions and the ensemble statistics are obtained from these simulations. To select the
members of the ensemble, the weather conditions in Singapore from 2007 to 2008 were classified into eight
categories based on (1) CAPE (convective available potential energy): high (>1746 J kg−1) or low (<364 J kg−1),
(2) advection (the wind speed at 850 mb): high (>7 m s−1) or low (<3 m s−1), and (3) monsoon season: inter-
monsoon or monsoon. These classification criteria are based on the statistics of the sounding record from
the Changi meteorological station from 1990 to 2011. The criterion of high or low category is the 75th and
25th percentile of the wind speed and CAPE, respectively. In this study, the ensemble members are from the
category of high CAPE, low advection, and intermonsoon (pre-Southwest monsoon) season. The intention
for selecting this category is to minimize synoptic influences while maximizing the role of urban areas in the
meteorological processes. A total of 28 members from April to May in 2007–2008 are selected to form the
ensemble. All ensemble member case studies that were simulated with the WRF model are verified to belong
to the high CAPE and low advection category. Each member has a 36 h simulation time starting at 12 UTC (=
LT −8 h) of the previous day and ending at 00 UTC of the next day. The first 12 h are treated as spin-up time
and neglected when calculating the ensemble statistics.

It must be pointed out that due to the selection of ensemble members during intermonsoon season in April
and May, the results to be presented in the next section will be valid for this specific season in Singapore,
especially the results for rainfall, which is more seasonally dependent and has significantly different dynamics
(e. g., rainfall distribution and intensity) during monsoon and intermonsoon seasons [Lim and Samah, 2004]. In
this study, the synoptic signals (e. g., monsoon) are precluded from affecting the urban-dominated processes
in order to focus on the local effect induced by urbanization.

2.5. Experiment Design
In order to study the effect of the symmetric and asymmetric urban land use patterns in Singapore, a series
of idealized experiments is designed, focusing on both the location of urban area and the associated AH.
The current, realistic land use map of Singapore (as shown in Figure 1b) and AH (see X.-X. Li et al. [2013] for
more details) are used in the CONTROL experiment (the same as the CONTROL experiment in X.-X. Li et al.
[2013]). The details of other experiments can be found in Table 1 and will be elaborated below. To focus on
the extreme scenario of urbanization and avoid the noise introduced by other factors, the urban area in these
idealized experiments will be represented by commercial and industrial land use type only. This simplifica-
tion will inevitably introduce some uncertainties compared to the case with realistic land use. However, it is
assumed that these uncertainties will be eliminated by using the same urban land use type in all the idealized
experiments. In addition, this simplification is in accordance with the ongoing urbanization all over Singapore
by replacing low-rise, low-intensity buildings with high-rise, high-intensity buildings. The FOREST experiment,
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Figure 2. The land use/land cover map for domain d05 as used in the (a) SURB, (b) NURB/NURBS, and (c) HURB/HURBS
experiments. The legend is the same as in Figure 1b.

in which all Singapore (except water bodies) is converted into evergreen broadleaf forest, is used as the rural
reference for computing UHI intensity.

In the SURB experiment (Figure 2a), the southern part of Singapore is converted into urban area while the
northern part is converted into forest area. This can be viewed as a simplification of the current urbanization
pattern (as shown in the CONTROL experiment, Figure 1b). In the NURB experiment (Figure 2b), the northern
part of Singapore is converted into urban area while the southern part becomes forest. The HURB experi-
ment (Figure 2c) creates a homogeneous distribution of urban areas and forest by alternating these two land
use types over grid boxes in Singapore. In these experiments, the HURB experiment represents a symmetric
urbanization pattern, while SURB and NURB experiments are asymmetric urbanization patterns.
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The same urban parameters used in the CONTROL experiment [X.-X. Li et al., 2013, Table 1] are used for all
other experiments, with the exception of the peak AH. The diurnal profile and peak value of AH used in the
CONTROL experiment are documented in detail in X.-X. Li et al. [2013, Figure 3]. The same diurnal profile of AH
is used in the above mentioned experiments. In order to remove the unrealistic excessive direct warming that
would have occurred due to AH from converting all urban land use types to the commercial/industrial land
use type, we have to roughly preserve the same domain-averaged 1 day integrated sensible heat flux as the
CONTROL experiment in domain d05. Therefore, with some sensitivity tests of different peak AH, the peak AH
values for the SURB, NURB, and HURB experiment are modified from 113 W m−2 in the CONTROL experiment
to 39.0, 97.5, and 58.0 W m−2, respectively. However, due to the important role played by AH in altering the
urban environment (as demonstrated in X.-X. Li et al. [2013]), two more experiments using the same peak AH
value and diurnal profile as in the SURB experiment, i.e., NURBS and HURBS, are added in order to compare
more consistently the effect of AH.

3. Results and Discussions

In this section, the effect of urbanization patterns (as described in the previous section) on the local climate
of Singapore will be examined based on the WRF-SLUCM simulation results. Unless otherwise specified, the
numerical results presented in this section are for domain d05.

3.1. Urban Heat Island
The coupled WRF/UCM model’s performance in reproducing the surface air temperature and surface energy
balance has been evaluated by X.-X. Li et al. [2013]. The 2 m air temperature and specific humidity calculated
from the coupled WRF/UCM model were validated against those from a sensor network operated across the
Singapore island. A mean bias of −0.27∘C for temperature was achieved, while a worse agreement of specific
humility (about 10% underprediction) was reported. In addition, the surface energy balance components
from the model were compared favorably with the observed values from a flux tower located within an urban
neighborhood [X.-X. Li et al., 2013]. In this section, the model will be used to investigate the UHI characteristics
of Singapore under different urbanization scenarios.
3.1.1. Calculation Method of UHI Intensity
The canopy-layer UHI intensity due to urbanization can be calculated in two ways. The first way is the tradi-
tional difference in the 2 m air temperature, T2, between urban and nearby undeveloped rural areas (evergreen
broad leaf forest in this case). The second is the difference in the 2 m temperatures between the CONTROL and
FOREST simulations, which is termed as “urban increment.” This method largely removes impacts of clouds or
topography that might alter the surface temperatures [Bohnenstengel et al., 2011]. In this section, the second
method is adopted in order to facilitate the comparison between different experiments. The calculated UHI
intensity is further averaged over the same land use type (commercial/industrial) in domain d05.

The local circulations (sea/land breezes) can play a significant role in modulating UHI intensity in a coastal
urban environment [Joseph et al., 2008; X.-X. Li et al., 2013] and will create an ambient temperature gradient
in Singapore. To standardize the geographical sampling and thus minimize the impact of local circulations
when comparing UHI intensity in different experiments, the UHI intensities of the HURB/HURBS experi-
ments are split into two parts, i.e., southern and northern part (hereafter denoted as HURB/HURBS-south and
HURB/HURBS-north, respectively) in accordance with the SURB and NURB experiments.
3.1.2. Effect of Urbanization Patterns
The symmetric and asymmetric urbanization patterns in Singapore can affect the distribution of UHI intensity.
With the contiguous urban areas in the asymmetric urbanization experiments (SURB and NURBS, Figure 3),
the urban canopy will not only increase the total amount of AH release but also make the released heat not
easily removed by horizontal advection as neighboring areas are as warm. As a result, the magnitudes of the
UHI intensity in the asymmetric urbanization settings are consistently higher than the corresponding part
of the symmetric urbanization experiment, HURBS (Figures 3a and 3c). A further check by utilizing a paired,
unequaled t test reveals that the above observation is statistically significant during early morning (2:00 to
7:00 LT) with p value < 0.01, but not significant during daytime. A notable phenomenon in Figures 3a and 3b
is that the UHI discrepancy between asymmetric/symmetric urbanization experiments is larger during night-
time (late evening to early morning) than during daytime. To elaborate this, it is necessary to introduce here
surface energy balance, which is the key to understanding the surface air temperature evolution. The surface
energy balance for urban area reads

Q∗ + QF = QH + QE + ΔQS, (1)
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Figure 3. UHI intensity and energy balance change comparison between asymmetric and symmetric urbanization
patterns. (a) UHI intensity of SURB and HURBS_south; (b) difference of energy change between SURB and HURBS-south
relative to FOREST; (c) UHI intensity of NURBS and HURBS_north; and (d) difference of energy change between NURBS
and HURBS_north relative to FOREST. The vertical bars indicate the maximum and minimum UHI intensities.

where Q∗ is the net all-wave radiation, QH and QE are the turbulent sensible and latent heat flux, respectively,
ΔQS is the net heat storage, and QF is the anthropogenic heat flux. The net heat storage includes the energy
storage within the buildings, the road and underlying soil, and for some models the air space within the street
canyon [Grimmond and Oke, 1999]. Here the net heat advection is assumed to be negligible. During daytime,
net solar radiation Q∗ dominates the surface energy balance, while during nighttime, the QF becomes the
dominant factor [X.-X. Li et al., 2013]. The differences in the energy balance change (averaged over all urban
grid cells) between asymmetric and symmetric experiments relative to the FOREST experiment are shown
in Figures 3b and 3d. No significant differences of QH can be observed during daytime or nighttime. In WRF,
however, the 2 m air temperature T2 is only a diagnostic variable and can be calculated as

T2 = Ts −
QH

𝜌cpCh2U2
, (2)

where Ts is the surface skin temperature, 𝜌 is the air density, cp is the specific heat capacity of air, Ch2 is the
transfer coefficient at 2 m, and U2 is the wind speed at 2 m [Li and Bou-Zeid, 2014]. Therefore, T2 is primarily
determined by Ts when QH and U2 are almost the same across each experiment. The Ts for each experiment
(averaged over all the urban grid cells) is depicted in Figure 4, and obviously, Ts in SURB and NURBS is higher
than in the HURBS-south and HURBS-north, respectively, during the early morning but does not differ much
in daytime. The reason for this can be attributed to the AH; in SURB and NURBS, the total AH is much higher
than in HURBS-south and HURBS-north, respectively, due to their different urban ratios. The effect of AH will
be further examined in a later section.
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Figure 4. The averaged surface skin temperatures Ts in SURB, NURBS, and HURBS_south and HURBS_north, which are
calculated over all the urban grid cells in the respective experiments.

It is noteworthy that in Figure 3a there are some negative UHI values during noon, which is referred to as the
urban cool island effect [X.-X. Li et al., 2013]. This urban cool island results from different heat capacities in
urban and rural areas, as well as the shading effect in urban areas, especially for commercial/industrial areas
where buildings are high.
3.1.3. Effect of Local Circulations
As a coastal city located at the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula, Singapore has complex local circulations
(sea and land breezes) driven by differential heating between the land and sea. These local circulations are
important mechanisms for air pollution transport in coastal regions, as well as for the occurrence of local rain-
fall. The sea breeze usually develops when solar irradiation is maximum, i.e., around 13:00 LT, with a strength
of 4 m s−1. During the late night/early morning, a much weaker land breeze (< 1 m s−1) blows from the Malay
Peninsula to the sea [X.-X. Li et al., 2013]. These sea/land breezes are only part of the sea/land breeze systems
commonly found in the Malay Peninsula. Due to the complex coastlines and relatively flat terrain in the south-
ern Malay Peninsula, there are often complicated interactions between sea breezes in this area [Joseph et al.,
2008; X.-X. Li et al., 2013].

To check the effect of the local circulations on the UHI development, the UHI intensities in the southern
and northern Singapore are compared in both asymmetric (SURB and NURBS, Figure 5a) and symmetric
(HURBS-south and HURBS-north, Figure 5c) urbanization experiments. It appears that during early morning
when the land breeze comes from the Malay Peninsula, urbanization in the north leads to a smaller UHI inten-
sity than urbanization in the south; from late morning to early evening, the sea breeze blows northward from
the Singapore Strait, and urbanization in the north causes a larger UHI intensity than urbanization in the south.
A paired, unequaled t test confirms that the above observations are statistically significant, with p value< 0.01
for the comparison between SURB and NURBS experiments and p value< 0.05 for that between HURBS-south
and HURBS-north experiments. A further look at the energy balance change of each experiment relative to
FOREST (Figures 5b and 5d) shows that UHI intensity difference in the early morning is caused by the differ-
ence in Ts across different experiments (see Figure 4) since QH does not show much difference at that time. In
contrast, during daytime, around noon in particular, the UHI intensity difference is caused by the difference
of QH. At the same time, the southern part shows higher QE than the northern part, which is of similar magni-
tude as the difference of QH. This is likely due to the sea breeze at that time, bringing moisture to the southern
part, while blowing heat away to the northern part.

The effect of local circulations on the UHI development can also be explained in another way. Usually, the
higher UHI intensity occurs in the downwind part of the urban area, as observed in Zhang et al. [2011]. The
reason is that as the air parcels travel, the increase in advected heat results in a higher surface air temperature
in the downwind areas. X.-X. Li et al. [2013] show that the vertical wind below 1500 m is about 0.1–0.2 m s−1,
and thus, the vertical mixing is limited in this process and can be ignored.
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Figure 5. Comparison between the southern and northern parts in both (a) UHI intensity in asymmetric (SURB and
NURBS); (b) difference of energy change relative to FOREST in asymmetric (SURB and NURBS); (c) UHI intensity in
symmetric (HURBS); and (d) difference of energy change relative to FOREST in symmetric (HURBS) urbanization patterns.
The vertical bars indicate the maximum and minimum UHI intensities.

3.1.4. Effect of Anthropogenic Heat
The AH associated with urbanization has been shown to have a great impact on the urban thermal conditions
and boundary layer structure [e.g., X.-X. Li et al., 2013; Bohnenstengel et al., 2014]. The results shown in the
previous sections are for the experiments with the same amount of AH, while in this section the results from
the experiments with different AH will be investigated.

Figures 6a and 6c show the comparison of UHI intensities between the experiments with the same urban-
ization pattern, different peak values of AH but roughly the same domain-averaged sensible heat flux at the
surface. The UHI intensity from the NURB experiment is significantly higher than that from NURBS (p value
< 0.01), while the UHI intensity from the HURB-south is slightly higher than that from HURBS-south (p value
< 0.01 except for 14:00 LT). Evidently, this discrepancy is caused by the larger difference in AH values between
NURB and NURBS experiments than that between HURB and HURBS (see Table 1), which is also revealed in
the difference of QH change relative to the FOREST experiment (Figures 6b and 6d). The diurnal change of
QH between NURB/NURBS and between HURB-south/HURBS-south is highly correlated with the AH diurnal
profile, showing clearly the dominance of AH in both the QH and Ts (Figure 7). Another interesting point to
note from Figures 6a and 6c is that the difference caused by AH is more obvious during nighttime than during
daytime, a natural result of the indirect AH effect on T2 through equation (2).

3.2. Rainfall
3.2.1. Model Evaluation
Before we further examine the effect of urbanization patterns on the rainfall, a performance evaluation of
the current WRF/UCM coupled system in predicting rainfall is first carried out. The rainfall data from a gauge
network (Figure 8a) maintained by Meteorological Service Singapore (MSS) will be used for this purpose.
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Figure 6. Comparison between the experiments with same urbanization pattern but different amount of AH. (a) UHI
intensity in NURB and NURBS; (b) difference of energy change in NURB and NURBS relative to FOREST; (c) UHI intensity
in HURB_South and HURBS_South; and (d) difference of energy change in HURB_south and HURBS_south relative to
FOREST. The vertical bars indicate the maximum and minimum UHI intensities.

Figure 7. The averaged surface skin temperatures Ts in NURB, NURBS, and HURB_south and HURBS_south, which are
calculated over all the urban grid cells in the respective experiments.
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Figure 8. (a) The distribution of the 22 rain gauges around Singapore maintained by Meteorological Service Singapore
(MSS). (b) The comparison of the accumulative rainfall amount averaged over the 22 rain gauge locations and the 28
ensemble member cases in the observations (dots) and model runs (line).

This model evaluation will hopefully provide some confidence in the model performance and, on the other
hand, help to understand the possible uncertainties when we interpret the results in the upcoming sections.
It should be noted that due to the case selection criteria (intermonsoon season), the accumulated rainfall
amount is low so that the effect of rainfall on UHI is minimum.

Figure 8b shows the comparison of the simulated (from CONTROL experiment) and observed accumulated
rainfall averaged over all the ensemble members and rain gauges. While the 24 h accumulated rainfall amount
agrees very well between the simulation results and rain gauge measurement, the simulated onset of the
rainfall is about 5 h later than the observed time. A further comparison of the observed and simulated rainfall
for each station (not shown here) reveals that, generally, the predicted timing of rainfall for the stations along
the coast is worse than that for the inland stations, while the predicted accumulated rainfall amount is better
for the stations along the coast. This may be caused by the underprediction of the sea breeze speed by the
WRF model. In other reported studies with the WRF model in temperate regions, usually, the simulated onset
of rainfall is about 4 h earlier than the observed time due to the faster wind speed predicted by the model
[Y. Zhang et al., 2009; Miao et al., 2011; D. Li et al., 2013]. It is expected that the delayed onset will not affect
the conclusions in the upcoming sections since none of the effects examined will be based on the temporal
accuracy.

Since most of the rainfall occurs in the afternoon when the wind (sea breeze) blows northward or northeast-
ward over Singapore island, it is natural to define a “downwind” region as shown in Figure 9 to investigate the
rainfall change in different urbanization experiments.
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Figure 9. The 10 m wind vector (unit: m s−1) averaged over 28 members at 17:00 LT from the CONTROL case and the
definition of the downwind region (the red dashed line) for the comparison of urban and downwind rainfall amount in
the NURB and NURBS experiments. The solid red line indicates the location of the cross section in Figure 11.

3.2.2. Effect of Urbanization and Associated Anthropogenic Heat
In the same urbanization pattern (NURB and NURBS experiments), if the AH associated with the urban
area is not high enough (NURBS), the rainfall amount in the urban area is lower than that in the corre-
sponding area of the FOREST experiment (FOREST-north), and the rainfall amount in the downwind region
(Southern Malaysia) is higher. However, if the urban AH is high enough (NURB), the opposite is true (Figure 10).

To explain the above observation, some important notes must be made. First, the evergreen broadleaf forest
land use type used in this study has a lower albedo (0.12) than that of the urban area (0.20) since the inci-
dent radiation can penetrate deeply into the forest canopy and get trapped there [Dobos, 2006]. As a result,
the northern part of the FOREST experiment (forest) may have a higher Ts and sensible heat flux than the
northern part (urban) of NURB and NURBS if the associated AH is not taken into account. Second, the asso-
ciated AH becomes the key to determining the difference in surface buoyancy between the NURB/NURBS
and FOREST experiments. Figure 11 shows the vertical structure along the line cutting across Singapore and
Southern Malaysia (see Figure 9) at 17:00 LT. With a higher AH, the NURB experiment shows a stronger surface
buoyancy in northern Singapore than the FOREST experiment (Figure 11a), whereas the NURBS experiment

Figure 10. Comparison of the accumulated rainfall in the urban and downwind regions of the NURB, NURBS, and
FOREST experiments.
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Figure 11. Vertical cross section (along the red line shown in Figure 9) showing potential temperature (K, red solid
lines), water vapor mixing ratio (g kg−1, gray scale shades) and vertical velocity at 0.1 m s−1 intervals (black lines, with
solid lines for upward motion and dashed lines for downward motion) in (a) NURB; (b) NURBS; and (c) FOREST
experiments at 17:00 LT. The triangle shows the demarcation of southern and northern Singapore.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the accumulated rainfall in the southern and northern parts of the SURB, NURBS, and HURBS
experiments.

has a weaker buoyancy (Figure 11b). Subsequently, the NURB experiment, with stronger buoyancy and thus
stronger convection (0.4 m s−1), sees more rainfall amount in the northern part and leaves less moist air to the
downwind part. It also can be seen from Figure 11 that the increasing AH in the northern Singapore can also
strengthen the convection in the downwind region, but the effect on the rainfall amount in the downwind
region is small.

In summary, urbanization will affect the rainfall amount in two ways: (1) enhance rainfall by providing greater
buoyancy of surface air encouraging local convection and (2) reduce rainfall by less local moisture source
due to the elimination of greenery. Eventually, the overall impact of urbanization will depend on the relative
influence of these two effects. The higher AH means higher surface buoyancy (see Figures 11a and 11b) and
leads to the dominance of buoyancy effect.
3.2.3. Effect of Urbanization Pattern
In the different urbanization patterns (SURB, NURBS, and HURBS experiments) with the same AH, the com-
parison in Figure 12 shows that for the same experiment, northern Singapore always experiences more
rainfall than southern Singapore because northern Singapore is nearer to the center of sea breeze conver-
gence located in southern Peninsular Malaysia. This observation is statistically significant for SURB and HURBS
(p value < 0.05), but not for NURBS (p value ≈ 0.07). Since the different urbanization patterns do not change
much the sea breeze development when most of the rainfall occurs, it seems to suggest that the sea breeze
has stronger influence on local rainfall than urbanization patterns. Given the fact that the sea breeze speed is
about 4 m s−1 at the 10 m level and the relatively small extent of Singapore island (especially in the north-south
direction, about 20 km), the sea breeze can sweep over Singapore in about 1.5 h. Therefore, the stronger
influence of the sea breeze may not be a surprise.

Comparing the SURB and NURBS experiments where AH is equally weak (Figure 12), moving the urbanization
from the south to the north slightly enhances the southern rainfall (see Surb-south and Nurbs-south) because
of the local enhancement of latent heat flux. Downwind of the sea breeze in northern Singapore, rainfall is
correspondingly reduced (see Surb-north and Nurbs-north) due to the decrease in water vapor supply after
enhanced rain-out in the south. This partly explains the statistical insignificance of the comparison between
the rainfall amount in northern and southern Singapore in the NURBS experiment, as noted above.

It is interesting to observe in Figure 12 that both in the southern and northern parts, the rainfall amounts from
the HURBS experiment are generally in-between those from SURB and NURBS experiments. This is the result of
the symmetric distribution of urban and forest areas in the HURBS experiment. The homogeneous setting of
land use types seems to help distribute the rainfall more evenly within the southern and northern parts. This
is different from the situation for UHI intensity (see section 3.1.2); in the asymmetric urbanization experiments
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(SURB and NURBS), the UHI intensity is always higher than in the symmetric urbanization experiment (HURBS).
This reveals that the impact of symmetric urbanization on a physical variable is highly dependent on what
physical mechanisms affect it.

4. Conclusion

As an extreme case of land cover/land use change, urbanization has strong impacts on local climate, especially
in such tropical coastal cities as Singapore. This paper examines the effect of urbanization and urbaniza-
tion patterns on the urban thermal environment and rainfall using the coupled WRF-urban canopy model in
ensemble experiments. The urbanization pattern changes are represented by several idealized scenarios: the
asymmetric urbanization SURB (the southern part of Singapore is urban while the northern part is forested),
and NURB (the northern part of Singapore is urban while the southern part is forested), and the symmetric
urbanization HURB (the whole Singapore is covered by alternating urban and forest land use types. Additional
scenarios, NURBS and HURBS, which use the same urbanization pattern as in NURB and HURB but with the
same anthropogenic heat (AH) profile as in SURB, are also considered to evaluate the effect of AH.

The results from the 28 members of the ensemble for different urbanization scenarios show that both urban-
ization patterns and AH have some impact on the urban heat island (UHI) intensity, although the impact of
urbanization patterns is rather weak. In the asymmetric urbanization patterns (SURB and NURBS), the mag-
nitude of UHI intensity is mildly higher than that in the symmetric urbanization pattern (HURBS) due to the
contiguous distribution of urban areas in the former. On the other hand, the changes induced by altering
anthropogenic heat are much more significant. Higher AH will induce higher UHI intensity, and the effect of
AH is more prominent during the nighttime than daytime, which is consistent with the findings from X.-X. Li
et al. [2013]. The climate of urban areas and downwind of urban areas seems to be sensitive to AH intensity,
which can come about more readily (e.g., by increasing the use of air conditioners at night) than major changes
in urbanization patterns. The local circulations (sea/land breezes) will cool the upwind area, and air parcels
travel downwind with the heat flux accumulated from upwind areas, making the downwind area hotter.

The rainfall in tropical coastal cities can often be driven by local sea breezes. Sea breezes bring moist air into
Singapore during late morning and afternoon. Our study suggests that sea breezes have stronger influence on
rainfall than the urbanization pattern since the downwind part (northern Singapore) always has more rainfall
than the upwind part (southern Singapore) even in experiments where the urbanization pattern is entirely
reversed. The urbanization and the associated AH can increase rainfall through increasing buoyancy by AH or
decrease rainfall through reducing evaporation by converting greenery to impervious surfaces. The ultimate
effect is determined by the relative strength of these two influences.

While it is natural to presume that the results of the symmetric urbanization experiment always lie in between
those of the asymmetric urbanization experiments, the UHI intensities in both asymmetric urbanization exper-
iments (SURB and NURBS) are higher than that from HURBS. On the other hand, the rainfall amount from the
HURBS experiment does indeed lie between those from the SURB and NURBS experiments most of the time.
This different behavior indicates that the effect of having uniform urbanization patterns is not always the same
and is, in fact, dependent on the dynamics governing the examined physical variable.

While evidence points strongly to a role for aerosols in urban precipitation modification, the details of that role
still remain highly uncertain [Shepherd, 2005]. Furthermore, the WRF model itself cannot predict the aerosol
distribution without coupling with other photochemical models such as WRF-Chem. In addition, our focus
is the effect of changing urbanization patterns, which is supposed to modify little, if any, the aerosol effect
between different urbanization patterns, and hence, the aerosol effect will not affect the results and conclu-
sions that are based on the difference caused by urbanization pattern change. Therefore, we have left out the
aerosol effect from urbanization in this study regardless of its importance.
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